
DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: 18/00488/FUL

Date Application Valid: 4th April 2018
KPI Deadline: 04.06.2018 KPI Target Met? Processing Agreement in Place

Proposal Erection of a Dwellinghouse, Upgrade Access and Landscaping

Address Greenfield Case Officer
701 Mollinsburn Road Mr Cohn Bradley
Annathill
North Lanarkshire
ML6 OPN

Local Plan Policies The Principle of Development;

Sections 25(1) (a) and 37(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 require that
this application be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

The site is located within an area of land designated as the green belt which is covered by
policy NBE 3A, (Assessing Development in the Green Belt) in the North Lanarkshire Local Plan
(2012). Policy NBE 3A seeks to protect the green belt area through restricting development to
acceptable types which shall have a positive economic benefit whilst minimising any adverse
environmental impacts.

The North Lanarkshire Local Plan (2012) also requires proposed developments to be assessed
against policies DSP I (Amount of Development), DSP 2 (Location of Development), DSP 3
(Impact of Development) and DSP 4 (Quality of Development). Due to the limited nature of the
development the proposal raises no issues with regards to Policies DSP 1 DSP2, and DSP3.

Assessing Development in the Green Belt, supplementary planning guidance note SPG.07
which has the stated aims of directing growth to the most appropriate locations, protecting and
enhancing the character, identity and landscape settings and to protect and give access to open
space within and around towns and cities.

Planning History
• 95/05367/FUL ERECTION OF DOMESTIC LOCK−UP GARAGE TO DWELLINGHOUSE
• 96/055171MIN UPFILLING OF LAND WITH INERT MATERIALS

(IN RETROSPECT)

Site Visit Date(s) Various, most recent 1411 August 2019
Weekly List Date 12th April 2018 Weekly List Expiry Date 26th April 2018
Neighbour 6th April 2018 Neighbour Notification 27th April 2018Notification Sent Expiry Date
Advert Date 16th April 2018 Advert Expiry Date 301 April 2018

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting The application seeks to site a 1&3/4 storey dwelling house within an area of ground
currently associated with a haulage yard operated previously operated by the applicants
parents and now operated by their son who is looking to build this house. There are
currently 2 residential properties on the site − both owned within the same family − the
applicants parents stay in the main house and his sister resides in the other. These
have the appearance of traditional farm house and associated cottage

Design and Materials The proposal is for a large 4/5 bedroomed house to be built using a modern material
palette and design. The proposed house is significantly larger that the 2 existing houses
at the site.

Daylight/Sunlight It is not considered that the proposed dwelling house, given its location shall present
any issues regarding sunlight daylight.

Boundary Treatment The site is bound on 3 sides by a mix of mature and scrub trees and by two dwelling
houses and the Mohlinsbum Road to the south.

Privacy The proposed development shall not present significant issues surrounding privacy.

Adjacent Levels The overall topography of the land in this area is a gentle slope from east to west
however the proposed application site is relatively flat and level.

Landscaping (including garden An indication of the proposed garden ground has been included in the application
ground) however, if successful, a planning condition would be required to show full details of the

landscaping and defining the curtilage of the proposed dwelling house.
Access, Parking & Turning It is considered that the application site would have sufficient space for the access,

parking and turning of 3 cars, in−line with the relevant current guidance.



Site Constraints The proposed development sits in an area identified as an area of low risk by the Coal
Authority and within a Gas Pipeline Buffer zone

Consultation Responses Protective services department were consulted with regards to this planning application
and requested that a site investigation be carried out should the application be
successful.

Representations There have been no public representations with regards to this planning
application.

Any Other Material There are currently two dwelling houses within the curtilage both are within the
Considerations ownership of the extended family associated to this haulage business

Report

Planning permission is sought for a l & I 4 storey 415 bedroomed dwelling house adjacent to two existing dwelling
houses at 'Greenfield' Mollinsburn Road, Glenmavis, Annathill. The proposed site is within an area of land currently
used as a yard in relation to the running of a family haulage firm which is located to the rear of two existing dwelling
houses both of which are under the ownership of the applicants family.

Site Description

The application site is located adjacent to Greenfield house located adjacent to Mollinsburn Road to the south of
Annathill. The overall ownership area measures circa 28,120m2 including the access onto the public carriageway. The
application site including this access route measures approximately 5,450m2 and the proposed dwelling house itself
measures some 205m2.

It is proposed to utilise the current access onto Mollinsburn Road and shared with the Haulage company access along
with the two existing dwelling houses. The site itself is bounded by mature scrub trees to the east, a mature woodland
off to the west and north featuring Scots pines. To the south of the proposed development site is the two existing
dwelling houses and the access route onto the public carriageway. The site is located in such a manner that the
existing yard area and proposed house would not be highly visible from the public road in the vicinity of the access or
to the west of it. It may be possible to see part of the gable elevation rising above the existing properties. However
further along the main road to the east more open views are afforded of the site due to the changing topography in the
area (the land rises).

The site has been used as a yard in association with the haulage business in the ownership of the applicant's parents.

Proposed Development

The proposals would involve the construction of a 415 bedroom dwelling house that would be one and three quarters
storey at a maximum height of lOm, the ridgeline is proposed to sit at 9.3m in height. The footprint of the building
measures some 205m2 including a small external decking, it is therefore considered that the proposed development
represents a significant scale and massing.

The proposed material palette associated to the proposed dwelling house development is modem in design featuring
large fenestrations with aluminium curtain wall glazing, a smooth render painted white to the walls with dark grey base
course to the lower reaches and dark grey roof tiles. It is intended to have the principle elevation facing a westerly
direction with the large glass curtain walling facing an easterly direction. The design is of high quality and if the
principle of the house were to be considered acceptable conditions could ensure that the property was built using
appropriate materials to its green belt setting.

Whilst there are slight reservations regarding the relationship between the proposed house and the existing properties
in terms of the mass and scale of the proposed house these on their own would not justify refusing planning
permission.

Applicant's Supporting Information

The applicant has submitted supporting information in relation to this application which includes a brief analysis of the
location, scale and massing and material palette and seeks to justify the proposed development in these terms.

A further document entitled 'Planning Statement' has also been submitted. This document details the applicant's view
of a specific locational need along with a background, site description, history of the site. The applicant argues that the
proposal will remove a surplus out building, change the use of vacant surplus brownfield business land for the erection
of a dwelling. Details are also given in relation to the business, specifically it has now been passed to the applicant
(son of previous operators) to run the haulage business and that although the licence granted to the business by the
DVLA is for 10 HGV's and 15 trailers the business currently consists of 4 HGV's and 8 trailers. The applicant argues
that he needs to reside on the site to provide service and increase the level of security on the site to secure the future
of the business and will result in the visual improvement of the area

Planning Assessment

Section 25(1) (a) and 37(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires that planning decisions
must be made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.



Development Plan − North Lanarkshire Local Plan (NLLP); Residential development in the Green Belt is covered by
Policy NBE 3A (Assessing Development in the Green Belt). In the case of the development proposed this protects the
character and promotes acceptable development within the green belt by presuming against new residential
development unless shown to be necessary for agriculture, forestry or other uses appropriate only to a rural area.

In terms of Policy NBE 3A a new residential dwelling is required to satisfy assessment criteria, including the
requirement to be in conjunction with an acceptable green belt use. Such acceptable uses include a dwelling proven to
be necessary for a person employed full time in agriculture and forestry or other appropriate rural business that has
proven the need for a person to reside full time in close proximity. Having assessed the submitted scheme it is
considered that the proposals fail to satisfy these requirements or to make a case that a further dwelling is necessary
at this location in this regard. Specifically, it is considered, in this instance, that the proposed development has failed to
comply with the policy NBE 3A in that there is no specific locational need for a further dwelling at this site. In particular,
despite the fact that a haulage business has historically operated from the site by the applicant's parents, this business
has significantly retracted and reduced in scale. Also although a haulage business exists at this location such uses are
more typically located within industrial estates.

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) sets out that development not consistent with green belt policy can be justified if it can
be demonstrated that the development is a national priority or meets an established need if no other suitable site is
available. SPG 07 echoes this position in looking for new residential developments unconnected with a green belt use
to demonstrate special circumstances.

In terms of national policy which seeks to allow development as a means to sustain remote rural communities and
areas it is not accepted that the location of the proposed development accords with the intentions of this policy as the
site whilst rural would not be considered remote. It is therefore considered that the proposed development would set
an undesirable precedent for other similar developments in the green belt and fails to accord with policy NBE 3A,
Supplementary Planning Guidance 07 (Development in the Green Belt) and National Planning Policy.

Policy DSP 4 − sets out that development will only be permitted where high standards of site planning and sustainable
design are achieved. This policy sets out criteria and requirements in this respect which include; character and setting,
site appraisal and evaluation of design options, water body status protection, Jntegration into the local area, and safe
access for cars. The proposed dwelling is located in the green belt where development should avoid key corridors and
wedges and maintain clearly defined urban/rural boundaries

It is envisaged that adequate, access, parking and turning facilities can be provided for the dwelling within the confines
of the application site whilst the visibility splay have been proven to be achievable, albeit substantial improvement
could be achieved with significant cutting back and removal of the access route boundary foliage. It is considered that
the development could integrate successfully within the site and surrounding rural area given the layout and design
and would not be an unduly prominent feature within the landscape however the removal of foliage associated with a
residential use has the potential to make the development more prominent.

The proposal is for a new build dwelling of significant scale and massing featuring glazed curtain walling fenestrations
to the rear, east facing facade It is considered that the proposed design of the dwelling house is of modern appearance
however, the design of the dwelling proposed at this location will not significantly impact on the rural character or erode
the openness of the green belt at this location with the retention of the current boundary treatments to the east. The
dwelling house design is therefore considered acceptable.

In terms of DSP 4 requirements regarding the principles of sustainable development, mitigation of impacts (noise, air
quality, pollution etc) and protecting water bodies and SUDS/drainage issues it is considered that the proposals accord
with these policies and that these matters can be covered by appropriate conditions if approved.

With regards to the applicant's justification and supporting information for the new dwelling this is not considered to be
sufficient to achieve this. Indeed the planning service indicated this to the applicant and advised that an alternative to
the construction of a new dwelling would be the construction of a residential annex for his parents within the grounds of
the main house on the site (Greenfield) as this would likely have been acceptable in planning terms. This would have
allowed the family to remain on site and for the son to relocate to oversee the business taking up residence in the main
house. This option was discounted by the applicant and we were asked to determine the application as submitted i.e.
for the construction of a new house.

As indicated above there are already two houses on the site within the ownership of the applicant's family. The
business has retracted and is not of a scale that would warrant the applicant to reside on the site. Security is already
provided by the existing dwellings on the site and any improvement of the visual amenity of the area is marginal (given
the distance of the site from the public road and the limited views into the site) and needs to be offset against the
introduction of a large new dwelling.

Conclusions

Notwithstanding the applicant's submissions and justification it is considered that the proposed development does not
satisfy the assessment criteria for Policy NBE 3A, National Planning Policy and SPG 07. As indicated above there are
already two houses on the site within the ownership of the applicant's family. The business has retracted and is not of
a scale that would warrant the applicant to reside on the site. Security is already provided by the existing dwellings on
the site and any improvement of the visual amenity of the area is marginal (given the distance of the site from the
public road and the limited views into the site) and needs to be offset against the introduction of a large new dwelling.
A third dwelling house would not significantly increase the level of security associated to the haulage−yard and
therefore the application has failed to demonstrated sufficient special circumstances to warrant alignment with SPG 07.



Following detailed consideration of the proposals, it is considered that the justification submitted by the applicant is not
sufficient to warrant approval of the application. The proposal fails to accord with the provisions of policies NBE 3A,
SPG 07 of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as well as National Planning Policy and no special case has been
sufficiently argued for the development. Therefore, for the reasons detailed in the planning assessment above, it is
recommended that planning permission be refused.

Reasoned Justification

The proposed development is considered contrary to the Green Belt policy of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as the
application has failed to justify the proposals in terms with it being associated with an acceptable green belt use or
special circumstances that warrant approval of the application in this instance. The business has retracted and there are
already two houses on site that provide security for the business and any improvements to the visual amenity of the area
are offset by the introduction of a new large house on the site

Recommendation: Refuse for the FollowingReasons:−The

proposed development is considered contrary to policy NBE 3A Green Belt of the North Lanarkshire Local
Plan, NLC Supplementary Planning Guidance SPG 07− Green Belt and Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) as the
proposed dwelling is not required for any appropriate rural use and the applicant has not demonstrated any special
circumstances that require the construction of third dwelling at this green belt location. The proposed development
if approved would therefore set an undesirable precedent for other similar proposals contrary to the development
plan.


